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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW: PROCEDURAL DUE PROCESS
AND OTHER ISSUES
A. Dan Tarlock 13
ANTITRUST: CRIMINAL INTENT IN ANTITRUST
PROSECUTIONS, COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL AND
SECTION 5(a) OF THE CLAYTON ACT, AND THE
RELATIONSHIP OF STANDING AND INJURY IN
PRIVATE ANTITRUST SUITS
C. Paul Rogers III 45
CIVIL LIBERTIES: EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION,
DUE PROCESS, IMMUNITIES, AND EXHAUSTION OF
REMEDIES
Thomas R. Meites
Kenneth N. Flaxman 73
CIVIL PROCEDURE: ACCESS TO THE DISTRICT
COURTS, SUITABILITY OF THE FORUM, AND
APPELLATE JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE
Jeffrey M. Gallagher 103
This volume marks the beginning of quarterly publication of
Chicago-Kent Law Review. The Review has met with great success in
recent years which has enabled it to expand to include a labor law is-
sue, special symposium editions, and issues treating subjects of general
interest to the bar.
Much of the success of this format can be traced to the enthusiastic
reception by the legal community of the Seventh Circuit Review, inau-
gurated in 1973. For this reason, it is especially appropriate to dedicate
the 1980 issue of the Seventh Circuit Review to Justice John Paul
Stevens of the United States Supreme Court, and Circuit Justice for the
Seventh Circuit. Justice Stevens' legal scholarship and tremendous
contribution to the judiciary while serving on the Seventh Circuit and
now the United States Supreme Court are more than deserving of ac-
knowledgment.
In so honoring Justice Stevens, Chicago-Kent Law Review is
pleased to present a tribute to Justice Stevens by the judges and senior
judges of the Seventh Circuit. The editors and staff of Chicago-Kent
Law Review join in saluting Justice Stevens and look forward to serv-
ing the legal community in this as well as future issues of the Review.
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Candace J. Fabri
Steven H. Nardulli 139
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Mark R. Lee 205
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW: THE GROWTH AND
EVOLUTION OF RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES
Thomas F. Harrison 255
EVIDENCE: DEVELOPMENTS IN CHARACTER
EVIDENCE, CROSS-EXAMINATION RULES, AND
PRIOR CONSISTENT STATEMENTS
Jeffrey Cole 279
LABOR LAW: UNDOCUMENTED ALIEN EMPLOYEES,
BARGAINING ORDERS, EXHAUSTION, AND OTHER
SEVENTH CIRCUIT CASES
Christine Godsil Cooper 303
PATENT LAW: SYNERGISM REJECTED
John R. Crossan 339
SECURITIES LAW: A CONSERVATIVE APPROACH
Dennis B. O'Boyle
Joan J. Fitzpatrick 363
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